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Description
For some reason, GanttChart changes in StartIsMilestone and EndIsMilestone don't get saved across editions.

What needs to be changed? Profile GanttChart defines them so far as checkboxes but maybe it's not the right field type. Should the param value stored in Tiki be yes, y, or true or something else? Or maybe the issue is somewhere else?

Help is appreciated to get this (currently broken) feature up & running by default when applying the demo profile.
Thanks!

You can reproduce this issue by means of applying the GanttChart profile.

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
40

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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There are several problems causing this. In the example wiki code

```plaintext
startIsMilestone="trackerganttStartIsMilestone"
endIsMilestone="trackerganttEndIsMilestone"
```

should be

```plaintext
startIsMilestone="trackerganttStartIsMilestone"
endIsMilestone="trackerganttEndIsMilestone"
```

Secondly in wikiplugin_ganttchart.php where it says

```php
if ($startIsMilestone == $fieldItem['permName'] && $fieldItem['value'] == 'y') {
    $fieldStartIsMilestone = true;
}
if ($endIsMilestone == $fieldItem['permName'] && $fieldItem['value'] == 'y') {
    $fieldEndIsMilestone = true;
}
```
if ($startIsMilestone == $fieldItem['permName'] && $fieldItem['value'] == 1) {
    $fieldStartIsMilestone = true;
}
if ($endIsMilestone == $fieldItem['permName'] && $fieldItem['value'] == 1) {
    $fieldEndIsMilestone = true;
}

The values are then saved back to the database as true/false instead of y/(blank) (or anything other than y really)
in the same php file, in the save function after

if ($key === 'effort') {
    $value =
    getTimeToMilliseconds($field);
}

add:

if ($key === 'startIsMilestone') {
    if ($field == 'true') {
        $value = 1;
    } else {
        $value = 0;
    }
}
if ($key === 'endIsMilestone') {
    if ($field == 'true') {
        $value = 1;
    } else {
        $value = 0;
    }
}

After these changes milestones work for me. I don't have code access so someone will have to apply these changes.

Marc Laporte 27 Oct 19 10:04 GMT-0000

"I don't have code access so someone will have to apply these changes."

Let's fix that 😊

What is your SourceForge username?
Thanks!

Xavier de Pedro  27 Oct 19 10:43
GMT-0000

Hey, thanks! (I hadn't noticed the reply, busy elsewhere this last week), and thanks for your reply, Marc! Wohoooo, this smells like fixes to help progress to make this feature awesome as it deserves! 😊
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